Skipper™ Retractable Barrier Systems

E04

The unique, patented, versatile Skipper Barrier System is designed to cordon off any area to create a safer
work environment. The unit simply sits on top of a standard road cone or, with an adapter, on to an earth rod.

Skipper Barrier System
• The high visibility, fully retractable tape extends to 9 metres,
reducing the amount of cones required
• Locks in any position
• Saves time, storage space and money
• Robust and durable. Weighs only 800g
• The Skipper unit has a removable top for additional
attachments, ie lights/signage
• Spring loaded spool ensures tape is held in tension, even if cones move
• Lockable button to prevent unwanted spooling of tape
• LED light accessory fits on top of Skipper unit
• Magnetic clip available for temporary attachment to metal objects (cars etc)

Skipper/Earth Rod Restricted Zone Kit
We have developed an adapter that screws into a standard earth rod coupler allowing
the Skipper to sit on top of an earth rod. When combined with the magnetic mount
to attach to a vehicle this can be used to create a large restricted zone, ideal to keep
public away from work areas.
The standard kit contains 4 x Skipper Barriers, 4 x earth rod adapters, 2 x magnetic
vehicle mounts, 1 x draw string carry bag.

Magnetic Receiver Clip

Skipper MkII

CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

SK-1

Skipper Unit

MAG-CLIP

Magnetic Receiver Clip

SK-LIGHT

Rechargeable Roar Light

SK-1-KIT

Earth Rod Restricted Zone Kit

Rechargeable Roar Light

The Skipper MkII is ideal for where a traffic cone is not suitable to cordon off a
work area, such as engineers working in domestic residences or where space is
limited in control rooms, power stations or any indoor application.
The Skipper unit contains 9m of tape and fits into one of four attachment
accessories, the same accessories will also hold the tape end.

Skipper MkII

The Clamp Holder/Receiver is used to attach the Skipper unit to angular surfaces
such as door frames, tables and desks. It can be positioned either horizontally or
vertically, simply position the clamp in place and turn the screw to tighten.
The Suction Pad Holder/Receiver is ideal for attaching the Skipper unit or tape
end to windows, doors and cupboards.
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The Magnetic Holder/Receiver is used to connect the Skipper unit or tape end to
metal surfaces such as racking or radiators, and the Cord Strap Holder/Receiver
is used to attach to vertical posts, table legs, handles etc.
Other Skipper accessories such as light holders and sign holders can also be used
with the Skipper MkII.
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